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Abstract. Nowadays, many High Performance Computing (HPC) cen-
ters with thousands of cores are available. The interconnection and syn-
chronization between them is one of objectives of Grid Computing, as all
these centers tend to form a global shared computing facility. In such sce-
nario, dynamics of resource information is increasingly complex, and may
become almost impossible to be captured using a static hierarchy. One of
the key features needed in Grid Computing is to maintain up-to-date in-
formation about resources and services. Two important parameters that
must be selected are the information refresh and expiration times. In
this work, R is presented for studying the relation between these impor-
tant parameters in three policies: Hierarchical, Super-peer and Random.
The results reveal an interesting relation between expiration and refresh
times in all studied policies. The study of this new parameter is essential
to provide a deeper knowledge in new information distribution policies
and in the configuration or deployment of existing ones.

1 Introduction

With the advances in microprocessors, storage capacity, networking speed and
telecommunications in general the world has witnessed an unprecedented progress
in information technology, enabling to satisfy the increasing demands of com-
puting power required by scientific and commercial applications.

Many High Performance Computing (HPC) centers are being built and Grid
Computing arises as the new computing paradigm[7, 3, 8, 10] for interconnec-
tion and synchronized interaction between them, providing the infrastructure
required for sharing diverse set of resources, including desktops, computational
clusters, supercomputers, storage, data, sensors, applications, and on-line scien-
tific instruments[19].

In this technology, Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4)[9, 1] is one of the most used tool
for creating grid environments over different operating systems and computer
architectures; which consists of a set of services and applications for managing
the different grid features following a layered design.

One of the key features needed in Grid Computing is to maintain up-to-date
information related to resources and services in an heterogeneous and highly
dynamic environment[4]. The component responsible for obtaining, distributing,
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indexing and archiving information about the configuration and state of services
and resources is called the Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS). Standard
centralized organization approach for the GRIS has several drawbacks[19]:

– Highly prone to a single point of failure.
– Lacks scalability.
– High network communication cost in the links leading to the information

server (i.e. network bottleneck, congestion).
– Centralized servers may become bottlenecks or points of failure.

Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS)[2, 6], the specialized services of
GT4 for resources monitoring and discovery, uses this kind of centralized ap-
proach as the default configuration.

Information technology trends suggest that scenarios will count with a enor-
mous number of shared resources in the Grid, converting the whole planet in
a shared computing facility. In such a system, the dynamics of the resource
information is almost impossible to be captured using a static manually main-
tained hierarchical structure[20], which has similar problems to the centralized
approach, such as the point of failure, and poor scaling for a large number of
users/providers[17, 18].

Therefore, it is necessary to design new policies for discovery and propaga-
tion of resource and monitoring information. There is a growing interest in the
interaction of the Grid Computing and the Peer to Peer (P2P) paradigm: both
work within a very dynamic and heterogeneous environment, where the role
and availability of resources may quickly change; both create a virtual working
environment by collecting the resources available from a series of distributed,
individual entities[18]. Extensive work has been devoted recently to obtain a
new standard to replace the hierarchical policy, starting with a proposal for de-
centralizing grid information services that was made by Iamnitchi et al.[12, 13]
where they proposed a P2P based approach for organizing the MDS directories
in a flat dynamic P2P network.

Following this trend, a practical approach towards scalable solutions is offered
by P2P models[15, 18, 20]. In this sense, many research efforts have been aimed
to design new GRIS policies; their theoretical benefits are usually shown using
ad-hoc simulation tools to compare to other previously published policies[16].

In a previous work[11], GridMatrix2 was presented as a very powerful sim-
ulation tool designed to focus on the development and testing of discovery and
monitoring information policies with a friendly graphical user interface and easy-
to-use mechanism, based on SimGrid. Using this tool, three different information
propagation policies were implemented: Hierarchical, Super-peer and Random.
These policies were studied in two different network environments, Clique and
Ring topologies, that were automatically built using GridMatrix2. Three met-
rics that capture and summarize the information propagation behavior were
presented: Local Information Rate (LIR), Global Information Rate (GIR) and
Global Information Variability (GIV), allowing to get very useful information
and insight into the details of the modeled systems.
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In this work, R is presented for studying the impact of essential configuration
parameters in three policies: Hierarchical, Super-peer and Random. The final
objective is to have a system that can keep the information as new as possible
using the minimum resources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 includes a brief review
of metrics, simulation tool and a new metric to gain insight in the dynamic
behavior of the systems. The section 3 shows the usage of this new metric, while
in section 4 we draw some final remarks.

2 Methodology

GridMatrix2[11] offers an easy-to-use graphical environment for simulate infor-
mation propagation policies, it is based on SimGrid[5], a framework that pro-
vides the core for the simulation of distributed applications in heterogeneous
distributed environments. GridMatrix2 interacts with SimGrid, and provides a
full-featured graphical interface that helps configure the network topologies and
behavior. It includes an interface for scripting the node behavior in Python,
giving access to a very powerful and complete environment to add new function-
alities.

To simplify the analysis and implementation of the simulations, the messages
obtained by each node contain no details about the real resource information,
only the expiration time (time-to-live) and the amount of carried information.

The message between each host has two parts: one with fixed size (similar to
the header of a real network message) and one in which the size is proportional
to the resource information being transmitted (constant size for each resource).
In this way, we have no need to introduce the resource details, focusing only
on the very rich dynamics of the system. The size of the messages was selected
based on the widely used monitoring tool Ganglia[14].

2.1 Measuring the System Behavior

The system dynamics can not be capture without considering the time as an
unavoidable part of the information value. Using the resource information for
scheduling purposes forces to take into account the age of the information. It is
obvious that a task should be scheduled to the appropriate node using the most
recent information. In this context, in order to compare the different policies,
we define the following dimensionless information rates that capture the change
in the total information, the amount of grid information available in each node
and the age of this information, and the variability of this information among
the nodes:

– LIR: this coefficient is bounded between 0 and 1 and captures the amount
of information that a particular host has from all the entire grid in a single
moment, weighting the expiration time. A value of 1 would mean the host
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knows every single piece of information about the whole grid and is as new
as it can be. The definition of LIR for the host k is:

LIRk =

∑N
h=1

(expirationh−ageh)
expirationh

· resourceCounth
totalResourceCount

where N is number of hosts in the system, expirationh is the expiration
time of the resources of host h in host k, ageh is the time passed since the
information was obtained from that host, resourceCounth is the amount of
resources in host h and totalResourceCount is the total amount of resources
in the whole grid. The expression expirationh − ageh is similar to the well
known parameter time-to-live from the IP protocol and, due to its definition,
can only has no negative values.

– GIR: this coefficient is also a value between 0 and 1, and captures the amount
of information that the whole grid knows of itself. It is calculated taking the
mean value of every node’s LIR.

– GIV: this coefficient is the standard deviation of GIR. It measures the vari-
ability of GIR in the system (less is better).

2.2 Information Propagation Policies

Based on the work of Mastroiani et al.[16] three paradigmatic policies were
selected to be evaluated with GridMatrix2.

– Hierarchical: in this kind of policy, a hierarchy is established beforehand
and the resource information is sent using this fixed structure. In this way,
the nodes in the top of the hierarchy exchange information with the ones
below them. As mentioned above, MDS actually uses this type of information
propagation policy[2].

– Random: there is no structure at all, every node chooses randomly a neigh-
bor to get the information from. This policy does not save information about
quality of each query and the distribution of queries is uniform. All the nodes
can query every other connected node[12].

– Super-Peer: A super-peer network operates like an unstructured P2P, but
some nodes are defined as super-peers working like servers for a subset of
nodes and as peers in the network of super-peers. In this way, a two level
structure is defined such that the normal nodes are allowed to talk only with
a single super-peer and the cluster defined by it. An unstructured P2P is a
degenerated super-peer network, where the cluster size is exactly one[21]. In
this work, hosts send information to a local super-peer and this information
is distributed among the others using Random policy.

2.3 A New Metric

The main objective of a resource distribution information policy is to carry the
information as fast as possible to all the nodes composing the system using the
least amount of resources (i.e. network bandwidth).
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As was mentioned before, the resource information has an associated expira-
tion time: knowing that there was free memory or idle CPU in certain node 20
hours ago result in useless information and in a possible poor scheduling strategy.
Setting up a distribution policy involves determining the way in which a node
talks to a partner and how often they exchange information (i.e. information
refresh time). These two parameters must be studied in any given configuration
to obtain conclusions about the behavior of the selected policy and to determine
the optimal values for these parameters.

The figures 1(a) to 1(c) show the mean GIR using a fixed value of information
refresh time. The network used in this example has 1000 nodes, corresponding
to a exponential-like generated network with the exponent α = 0.2 (similar to
Internet). The first 100s of simulation are discarded as they correspond to the
system setup period.
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(c) Random

Fig. 1. Mean GIR in the three studied policies. The refresh time is fixed (showed in the
left-top part of each figure), while the information expiration time is swept. The length
of each bar represents the mean GIR value, discarding the first 100s as it corresponds
to the setup time. The policies show an improvement in GIR when the refresh time is
decreased (refresh frequency increased), but the Hierarchical policy presents the best
performance in this case.
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The figure 1 reveals the relation between expiration and refresh times in all
studied policies. If the information received is near to expiration, the overall
behavior of the system is poor showing low values of GIR. On the other hand,
when the nodes tend to connect often (decreasing the refresh time) the obtained
information has a longer valid period, the system performance improves and the
resulting GIR values are higher.

In spite of that he general trend is similar in all the studied policies, the
obtained mean GIR values are different in each one: Hierarchical shows the best
performance in the considered range of refresh time. Super-peer follows it, but
its mean GIR notably decreases and presents a more critical dependency with
the refresh time. Finally, Random rapidly losses performance with the increase
in refresh time.

This imposes the question about the impact and robustness of a policy in
the context of the relation between the expiration and refresh times.

To aim this issue, a new metric is introduced: R is defined as the relation
between expiration and refresh time, i.e. how often the nodes communicate and
exchange resource information. It acts as a normalization method used to ab-
stract the duration of the exchanged information in terms of refresh cycles:

R =
expiration time

refresh time

According to the definition, when R is close to 1, the expiration and refresh
time will be very similar, leading to a system in which the exchanged information
quickly expires rendering it almost useless. In this extreme case, the nodes would
count only with the information about its own resources and, depending on how
close to 1 is R this would be a situation in which all nodes would have only
information from their own resources or, at most, with its direct neighbors.

The opposite limit case is identified with very high R values: this scenario
represents that the exchanged information has a very long time to live allowing
it to reach very distant nodes and resulting in very good system performance.

3 Results

In this section, we show the utility of the presented metric. The used scenario
consists in an exponential generated network (α = 0.2) with 1000 nodes. The
simulation is executed for 1000s. Three policies are studied: Hierarchical, Ran-
dom and Super-peer.

3.1 Using R to study different policies

Figure 2 shows the global system behavior of the considered policies. Each point
in the graph represents the mean GIR value of a complete simulation.

A low R value means that the resource information flowing has a small asso-
ciated time to live, rapidly becoming useless. The three considered policies show
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Fig. 2. Mean GIR values for the three studied policies: Hierarchical, Super-peer and
Random. Each point represents the mean GIR value of a complete simulation.

a similar behavior in this scenario: the nodes tend to have only the information
about their own resources resulting in low GIR values.

On the other hand, high values of R produce an overall good performance in
all the policies, although Random presents worse performance even in the case
of very high R values.

The middle values of R present the substantial part of the system behavior:
Hierarchical presents the best performance, showing a sharply increment with
R and remaining almost constant after a value of 10. Super-peer has a smooth
increase in performance with R, keeping the improvement over all the range of
studied R. Finally, Random presents the lower GIR values, slightly improving
with the increase of R.

Looking at fixed values of R in the medium range (i.e. R= 15), the relation is
maintained: Hierarchical first, followed first by Super-peer and then by Random.

The slope in the obtained GIR value can be used to determine the limit R
value that can be set to maintain the system updated: in the case of Hierar-
chical policy, increasing the value of R more than 10 has no additional impact,
i.e. configuring the expiration 10 times the refresh time ensures a good system
performance. Super-peer and Random policies do not show such a clear limit,
increasing R keeps the improvement in resulting GIR.

3.2 Impact of Generated Logical Structure in Hierarchical Policy

In the case of the Hierarchical policy, a logical structure (i.e. the hierarchy)
must be established beforehand. In the case of a three levels hierarchy, it can be
divided in:
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– the first level only includes the root node, which is any of the nodes in the
network infrastructure.

– the second level is composed of the nodes directly connected to the root
through the same router, i.e. the path connecting these nodes and the root
has only one hop.

– the rest of the nodes are included in the third (and last) level.

This organization does not take advantage of the characteristics of the un-
derlying network infrastructure. Having three levels means that the information
exchange between two nodes in the third level may possible involve traveling a
much longer path than going directly between them if a direct link exists.

In this section, we study the impact of creating a three level hierarchy starting
from different nodes (which will become the root of the defined hierarchy). We
use the introduced R metric to obtain some general conclusions about the impact
of selecting the root node.
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Fig. 3. Behavior of Hierarchical policy using different nodes to start the generation of
the hierarchy. The selection of the root node is important, obtaining a consisting best
performance when the node selected is the number 6. It is interesting that the relative
position of the GIR values using each point is maintained in all the studied range of R.

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the Hierarchical policy in terms of the se-
lected node as the root of the hierarchy. Six nodes that produce different system
behavior are selected to be displayed.

The selection of the root node is important, obtaining a consisting best per-
formance when the node selected is the number 6. It is interesting to note that
the curve described by the R parameter is shifted depending on the different
generated hierarchies, but the relative position between them does not change.
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3.3 How Many Super-Peers?

The logical structure of super-peer network has two levels:

– Normal nodes level: a selected node is chosen to act as the root of a one-
level hierarchy, which is denominated super-peer. The communication in this
subset of the network is maintained between the nodes and the selected
super-peer, concentrating the information in this node.

– Super-peer level: this level is composed of all the super-peers in the network,
exchanging the information with other super-peers. A super-peer can only
communicate with other super-peers and with the normal nodes in their own
partition, can not exchange information directly with normal nodes in other
subset.

The amount of partitions may have impact in the system behavior: one limit
case is having one node per partition (i.e. all the nodes are super-peers with no
normal nodes attached); the other limit case is to have only one partition (i.e.
the same distribution as a one-level hierarchy, only one super-peer is present).

The figure 4 shows the mean GIR values for the same network infrastructure
varying the amount of partitions (i.e. super-peers). Random policy is included
to serve as a comparison as the degenerated Super-peer policy becomes similar
to it.
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Fig. 4. Mean GIR values for the same network infrastructure varying the amount of
super-peers. Increasing the partitions produces worse performance, Random policy and
two super-peers (2-SP) act as the limiting cases in the studied R range.

With the increase in the number of super-peers, the system shows a worse
performance. The R value also has impact on the peak GIR and saturation value
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(i.e. the value from which the system does not show a considerable improvement
with the increment of R). 2-SP saturates near R= 10, but 60-SP does not show
a saturated state, which means that increasing the value of R produces a rise in
the obtained GIR value.

The intermediate cases show a smooth decay in the performance with in-
crement in the amount of super-peers in the system. The saturation point also
moves to higher values of R in relation with the present super-peers, i.e. the
relation between refresh and expiration times must be larger to reach the same
performance. This situation translates in the need of using more resources to
communicate more often between nodes to maintain the same level of global
performance.

4 Conclusions

One of the key features needed in Grid Computing is to maintain up-to-date
information about resources and services in a highly heterogeneous and dynamic
environment. Using a manually established structure to obtain this is information
can become a bottleneck, becoming necessary to design new policies for discovery
and propagation of resource and monitoring information.

Setting up a propagation policy involves determining the way in which a
node talks to a partner: the information refresh period and resource expiration
time. We introduced R, which relates these parameters, to study three resource
information policies: Hierarchical, Super-peer and Random.

The three considered policies show a similar behavior in the studied scenario:
A low R value means that the nodes tend to have only the information about
their own resources resulting in low GIR values. On the other hand, high values
of R produce an overall good performance in all the policies, although Random
presents worse performance even in the case of very high R values. The middle
values of R present the substantial part of the system behavior: Hierarchical
presents the best performance, showing a sharply increment with R and remain-
ing almost constant. Super-peer has a smooth increase in performance with R,
keeping the improvement over all the range of studied R.

The slope in the obtained GIR value can be used to determine the limit R
value that can be set to maintain the system updated, which acts as a saturation
point : no further improvement is obtained communicating more often.

The Hierarchical policy is based in a logical structure that must be established
beforehand. The creation of such structure is started from an initial node which
is selected as the root of the hierarchy. Based on R, the impact of creating a three
level hierarchy starting from different nodes was study. The results show that the
selection of the root node changes the performance of the Hierarchical policy.
The curve described by the R parameter is shifted depending on the different
generated hierarchies, but the relative position between them does not change.

The Super-peer policy uses a two level hybrid approach: one level is composed
of super-peers using Random policy to communicate between them. Every super-
peer has a subset of nodes (not super-peers) which can only communicate with
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it. These nodes compose the second level. We use R value to analyze the impact
of selecting different amount of super-peers in a fixed network infrastructure.
The amount of partitions have impact in the system behavior: one limit case
is having one node per partition (i.e. all the nodes are super-peers with no
normal nodes attached); the other limit case is to have only one partition (i.e.
the same distribution as a one-level hierarchy, only one super-peer is present).
The intermediate cases show a smooth decay in the performance with increment
of super-peers in the system. The saturation point also moves to higher values
of R in relation with the present super-peers: the relation between refresh and
expiration times must be larger to reach the same performance.

The R resulted very useful to analyze the global behavior of the system and
can provide very useful information as the saturation point. The study of this
new parameter is essential to provide a deeper knowledge in new information
distribution policies and in the configuration or deployment of existing ones.
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